HIGHLIGHTS
SUMMARY
Fractional flow reserve (FFR)-guided percutaneous intervention is superior to standard assessment but remains underused. The authors have developed a novel "pseudotransient" analysis protocol for computing virtual fractional flow reserve (vFFR) based upon angiographic images and steady-state computational fluid dynamics. This protocol generates vFFR results in 189 s (cf >24 h for transient analysis) using a desktop PC, with <1% error relative to that of full-transient computational fluid dynamics analysis. Sensitivity analysis demonstrated that physiological lesion significance was influenced less by coronary or lesion anatomy (33%) and more by microvascular physiology (59%). If coronary microvascular resistance can be estimated, vFFR can be accurately computed in less time than it takes to make invasive measurements. (1, 2) . When FFR is used to guide percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), clinical outcomes are improved, fewer stents are deployed, and costs are reduced (3) (4) (5) . However, even in countries where FFR is most frequently used, FFR is used in < 10% of PCI procedures and far fewer diagnostic cases (6, 7) . This is due to a combination of factors related to practicality, time, and cost. Using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to compute a "virtual" FFR (vFFR) from the coronary angiogram (CAG) is a way of making coronary physiology available to many more patients. vFFR can assess lesion significance without the insertion of a pressure-sensitive wire and without the induction of hyperemia. vFFR therefore offers the benefits of physiologically guided PCI without the drawbacks which limit the invasive technique. Although early results have been promising, 2 fundamental problems currently limit the usefulness of vFFR. The first problem is the time required to generate a result, which can be in excess of 24 h, due to the complexity of CFD solutions. Second, the precision of vFFR computation is limited by the accuracy by which the model represents the coronary and lesion geometry (imaging and reconstruction) and the physiological parameters (boundary condition tuning) on an individual patient basis (8) .
The current study resolves the former and sheds new light on the latter. Our group has previously described a CFDbased method for computing vFFR from invasive CAG with good diagnostic accuracy (97%) (9) . This method incorporated fully The outputs of any model are determined by variations in input parameters which may occur due to natural biological variability or error in measurement.
In the context of vFFR, these errors include a variety of geometric and physiological parameters. Promising vFFR results have been produced despite limitations in coronary imaging and segmentation and in the ways in which physiological parameters are used in model tuning (9, 14) . It is important to understand the relative sensitivity of computed FFR to individual model input parameters. Sensitivity analysis is a formal mathematical process which allows the influence and interdependencies of individual model inputs to be decomposed and quantified in terms of their effects on model outputs, which in this case is the vFFR result.
The aims of the current study were first, to develop and validate a method which accelerated the computation of vFFR to a point which made it practical for use in the cardiac catheter laboratory; and second, to quantify the principal, accuracy-defining model features and parameters.
METHODS STUDY DESIGN.
This was an observational, analytical, single-center study in which a novel "pseudotransient" analysis protocol for computing vFFR was developed and validated relative to both invasive FFR measurement and fully transient CFD analysis.
All work was approved by the local ethics committee, and all participating patients gave informed consent.
PATIENTS. Patients were eligible for recruitment if they had proven CAD and were awaiting assessment for elective PCI. Apart from chronic total occlusion, all patterns and severity levels of stable CAD were eligible for recruitment. Exclusion criteria were acute presentation within 60 days; intolerance to intravenous nitrate, adenosine, or iodine-based contrast medium; coronary artery bypass graft surgery; or obesity which precluded CAG. Ethical approval and formal patient consent were obtained.
CLINICAL PROTOCOL. Rotational coronary angiography (RoCA) was performed after isocentering in posterior-anterior and lateral planes after administration of glyceryl trinitrate, during a breath hold, with a hand injection of 10 to 20 ml of contrast. Mesh shown is produced from the angiogram shown in Figure 1 . Details of the wall (blue) and inlet (green) are shown. The near-wall region is refined using prism elements.
Morris et al. The imaging and pressure input data for both novel models are those collected during routine coronary angiography (image data in yellow and aortic pressure data in green). The parameters of CMV physiology must be estimated (red). The type of simulation used to calculate vFFR values are shown in the blue boxes. vFFR ps-trns is a function of 9 parameters, whereas vFFR steady is a function of 4. Pseudotransient flow can be reconstructed using a 1D flow model representing the 3D vessel geometry coupled to the 0-dimensional Windkessel model. C ¼ compliance; 
ACE inhibitors 45%
Calcium-channel blockers 25%
Clopidogrel 75%
ARBs 20%
Values are mean (range), %, or mean (%).
ACE ¼ angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB ¼ angiotensin receptor blocker. Figure 5A . Agreement between vFFR ps-trns and measured data was also high ( Table 3 Figure 4 . Over all 73 datasets, the RMS norm between the pseudotransient results and measured data was 0.37 AE 0.49. However, this was significantly 
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A U G U S T 2 0 1 7 : 4 3 4 -4 6 better in the cases where FFR was <0.90 (RMS norm 0.15 AE 0.34).
ACCURACY OF vFFR steady . Agreement between vFFR steady and measured FFR was also high ( Table 2) .
A Bland-Altman plot is shown in Figure 5B . Table 2 ). There were no statistically significant differences in accuracy of either method when deployed in either subgroup or when deployed in all cases ( Table 2) .
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. Figure 6 provides a ranking of the main sensitivity indices and demonstrates that the principal influence on the variation of vFFR values was the total distal CMV resistance, accounting for 59.1% of the variation. Coronary anatomy and stenosis geometry (characterized by z 1 and z 2 )
were of secondary importance in the study population, accounting for 33.2% of vFFR variation. A heatmap of the FFR sensitivity indices is displayed in Figure 7 . Only 7.5% of the model output variation was caused by higher order interaction effects. Interaction 
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resistance as the distal boundary condition. This universal value was the mean resistance from all included cases. The effect this had upon vFFR error is demonstrated in Table 3 . Accuracy improved as the averaged value for CMV applied at the distal boundary better and more specifically reflected the coronary arterial subgrouping.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a pseudotransient analysis protocol for the fast and accurate computation of vFFR. Table 2 . Apart from lesions causing chronic total obstruction, all patterns and severities of CAD, including left main coronary artery disease were included in this study. The current study therefore reflects "real world" working practice and is widely applicable. A further strength of the current methods is that they can be applied to any arterial geometric However, this study demonstrates that when vFFR is computed, geometric precision is of secondary importance to the precision of the CMV resistance.
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Furthermore, the methods developed in this study are applicable to any coronary segmentation. Fourth, the current sensitivity analysis examines the sensitivity of the model to interpatient variability (leading to 
